Our new interactive trails map has some cool new tools. Here is an overview:

- **MY LOCATION** - Use in the field to see where you are on the map. You must turn on your device’s gps. For tips on activating your device’s gps locator visit: [iPhone tips](#) / [Android tips](#).

- **MEASUREMENT** - Use the ruler tool to measure trail distances. Click on the ruler, choose your measurement units, and drop green pins along the trail to measure a trail section. Use CTRL to enable the ruler to snap to the trail line. Double-click to clear the measurement pins and start over.

- **BASEMAP GALLERY** - Change your basemap to your liking! View aerials/terrain, and more.

- **LAYER LIST** - turn on/off Parking, Overnight Sites, Trail Notices & Trail Blaze Colors.

- **SEARCH** - Search for a location by address or gps coordinates.

- **LEGEND** - displays Parking and Trails.

- **ABOUT** - Info on CFPA and additional links to hiker resources. Also trail use guidelines.

- **ZOOM** - Use the negative button to zoom out and the plus sign to zoom in to an area of interest.

- **DEFAULT EXTENT** - Click will return you to the state scale map.